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A Fellow at the Free
RICHARD SMALLWOOD

From the Gastroenterology Unit, Department of Medicine, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Victoria 3084,
Australia

I had heard that the Royal Free was unlike any
hospital I had ever seen, and yet I was unprepared. I
walked up and down Gray's Inn Road three times
before I spotted the entrance, and still I had to find
the department of medicine. Over the next two
years I was to direct many people to the department,
and I do not think anybody made it at first attempt.
Diagonally across the front square, up one and a
half flights of steps and out onto the first roof,
across a trail of duck-boards to a fire escape, up the
fire escape to the second roof and there you were,
looking at a wooden hut with a little sign saying
Department of Medicine. Simple, really. I was
finally ushered into Prof.'s office, and a white
coated figure leapt up from her chair, and came
round the large desk with hand outstretched. 'Ah,
Smallwood, my boy, nice to see you. How is . . .' and
she asked after one or two Australian friends. 'Have
you found anywhere to live? No? Well, first things
first. Come back when you have, and then we will
see about you. Hm? Hm?' And she was out the door
and gone.
So that was Sheila Sherlock. And what of her

department? The first view was uninspiring. Every-
one was at a meeting and the place was virtually
empty. London was in the middle of a heatwave and
the 'hut' was blazing hot. I peered about crowded
laboratories and pokey offices, with books and
equipment strewn everywhere, and wondered how
anyone survived. I was rescued from a deepening
gloom by two other Fellows, a Brazilian and a New
Zealander, who had decided that day that meetings
were for those who needed them. They carted me off
to the local for a little of the stuff that cheers and
inebriates, and life began to look up.

I started my tour of duty on the wards, as registrar
looking after the female patients in Milne Ward.
There I met the power behind the throne, Sister
Kerrigan. In a crisis, she was superb. When there was
no crisis, I often had the uneasy feeling that she was
about to create one. One practice which she per-
mitted that I never got used to was the setting up of
extra beds to accommodate more Unit patients. In
my time the record was five extra in a ward normally
holding 18 patients. It was necessary to turn sideways

to get betwepn the beds, and portly consultants could
not manage it at all. This juxtaposition of the
jaundiced would be frowned on in these days of
hepatitis A, B, and non-A non-B, but it fostered the
esprit de corps that was always evident among
Milne patients, and nobody seemed to come to
harm.
The Unit registrars quickly learned a sense of

timing. They learned when to interject, and when to
disagree. If they felt it impolitic to disagree outright
when put on the spot, they might temporise with a
reply such as 'Yes, Professor, up to a point'. Shades
of Evelyn Waugh. Such tactics might suggest that
intellectual cut and thrust were lacking at the Free.
Far from it. It was a question of style. Instant
rebuttal was often acceptable, but not always, and
on these occasions a longer and more carefully
thought out campaign was required to get a view-
point across.

In any event, ward rounds were always lively and
enjoyable. The entourage would trail from bed to
bed, sometimes 15 or 20 strong, stopping at intervals
to thrash out some point of management. It was
interesting to observe the attitudes adopted by
different Fellows. There were the keen, press-close-to-
hear-every-word, be-in-first-with-the-salient-com-
ment types, contrasting sharply with the more
established, stand-aloof-at-the-periphery, quietly-
drop-a-pearl-when-asked brigade. One or two of the
latter became skilled at holding sotto voce side
discussions without moving their lips, seemingly still
intent on the patient's problems, while arguing about
something entirely different. Surprisingly, they never
missed a beat when a question was fired at them.

Milne was always the favoured ward. Rounds
invariably began there, and if ever the word 'linger'
could be applied to anything the Prof. did, it could
be applied to her rounds in Milne. I suppose this was
because it was the Unit's ward, body and soul, while
Crawshay, the male ward, had divided loyalties. For
some reason, interesting patients appeared in Milne
in greater numbers. I recall on one occasion eight
patients with primary biliary cirrhosis in the ward
together, surely some sort of record. Sadly, Milne is
no more. Somebody, I suspect a faceless administra-
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tor, decreed that with the move to Hampstead,
Milne Ward would cease to exist. I hope its successor
is half as good.
When it came time for me to leave the wards, I

joined, after some spirited negotiating, the team in
the Therapeutics Hut. I do not know why it was
called the Therapeutics Hut. Certainly, no patient
was treated there. The only therapy that was ex-
hibited that I recall was Whitbread's ale, broached
from time to time at the end of a particularly trying
day. We were set apart from the main unit, and we
developed into a close-knit group with our own
connections in other institutions. There were ex-
peditions to Mill Hill to discuss albumin synthesis
with Dr McFarlane, and the control engineers of
City University tried their best to enlighten us on
control systems and how we could apply them to
biological models. We were frequently out of sight
of the Prof. but never quite out of mind. She would
want to know what we were up to, and she became
involved in the studies on copper metabolism, which
had always been one of her keen interests. Albumin
and urea did not excite her, but she cast what was for
the most part a benign and tolerant eye on our
efforts.
Wednesday afternoons were given over to meet-

ings. First the Prof.'s teaching round, which was
never dull, always informative. If there happened to
be a visitor to the Unit that day, he would be
inveigled down to the meeting, where he would be
subjected to a certain amount of questioning about
the cases being discussed. Most visitors understood
the game, and if they knew the Prof. well they gave
as good as they got. Occasionally, they became a
little uneasy, as, for example, when clinical questions
were asked of a scientist, or medical questions of a
surgeon. However, their discomfort seldom lasted
long, since the round was conducted with zest and
good humour, and if the visitor was seen to be on
unsure ground, he was never pushed into making a
goat of himself. I recall one battle royal between the
Prof. and Dr Ingelfinger, who was provoked into
giving one of the most exciting teaching sessionS I
have attended. This I am sure was her aim-to get
the best out of the talent that was always passing
through the Unit.
Next would be Peter Scheuer's exposition of the

week's liver biopsies, which he projected with start-
ling dexterity-one might almost say sleight of
hand-as he enumerated the points of interest. And
finally the visiting lecturer was allowed to say his
piece, and what a venue to say it in! Yet another hut
on the roof served as a lecture theatre, and even in
winter it was stifling. If the audience were small,
then conditions were bearable. A full house made for
a trying hour. You could not see unless you were

built like a swan, and a softly spoken lecturer was
inaudible. The curious acoustics magnified some
sounds-the scrape of a chair, the measured breath-
ing of someone who had nodded off, or a whispered
conversation several rows back. When somebody
arrived late, the back door would clatter open, a
shaft of light would thrust across the room blotting
out the slide, and the latecomer would then spend a
minute or two stumbling about looking for a seat. All
very distracting for the speaker. If he had wished to
refer to notes, or, even worse, had planned to read
his speech, then he was in for a torrid time. The light
on the lectern seldom worked, and 'lights out, first
slide please', saw the undoing of more than one
visitor. Excellent data and artistic slides were not
enough. A strong nerve, a flare for entertaining, a
loud voice, and a refusal to be unsettled did most to
ensure success. There must be many who have spoken
in that hut who remember it with a mixture of
fondness and loathing. Its intimacy encouraged dis-
cussion and debate, and, despite the difficulties for
speaker and audience, many exciting lectures were
given there. But I have to say there were also some
rotten ones.

Professor Sherlock and Dr James were excellent
hosts. Our first visit to their home was to attend a
dinner in honour of Dr Popper. It was a lively party,
at which some of us drank a little more than we
intended. At one point, Dr James whisked my wife
away to meet different people around the room, only
to reappear with her 15 minutes later enquiring
whether I had met Mrs Littlewood from New
Zealand. Such evenings were wont to end with a
sing-song, by which I mean an enthusiastic but dis-
organised rendering of ditties of increasing rudeness
(sometimes) and Welshness (always). Sospan Fach
and Cwm Rhondda were never heard to such good
effect at Cardiff Arms Park.

Family day at the James' house at Hythe was
great fun. The house was thrown open to hordes of
Fellows, their wives and children, and many other
friends of the family. Tennis and cricket were the
order of the day, or a swim in the English Channel
if you were young, thyrotoxic, or demented. Certain
traditions had grown up around these sporting
events which were carefully observed. In mixed
doubles, the Prof. was invariably partnered by the
most athletic American or Australian, and I do not
recall her ever being out of the final. I have heard it
said that opponents were suspected of netting easy
volleys, or serving a diplomatic double fault or two,
but I would not have thought it was necessary.
Cricket was a different matter. As a bowler, the
Prof.'s keenness was not matched by her skill. Most
opposition batsmen understood this, and pushed a
thoughtful single here and there before surrendering
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their wickets. One American, a talented baseballer,
forgot himself. The first ball he received was a
shoulder high full toss. He hit it out of sight, flung
down his bat, and sprinted off to cover point. There
was much consternation among fieldsmen and
spectators alike at this unprecedented performance.
The next ball he did it again. I am pleased to report
that his career did not suffer from this lapse, and
that he is now a successful Chief of Gastroenterology
at a respected medical school in the USA.

Trips to international meetings were exhilarating.
The Sherlock stable always seemed to have a number
of papers on the programme, and so a large con-
tingent would set off for Gothenburg or Prague or
somewhere else exciting. The Fellows presenting were
exhaustively rehearsed within the unit before being
let loose on a wider audience, so that their presenta-
tions were clear, confident, and informative. It was
in preparation for these meetings that most of us
developed our first understanding of how to con-
struct and deliver a scientific paper. I remain im-
pressed to this day with the standard of presentation
of Royal Free papers, even if at times I argue against
their conclusions. I find nowadays when I attend a
liver meeting that I miss the support and cama-
raderie which being a member of such a unit brings.
I miss the heady feeling which was so strong when
I was a Fellow, the feeling that here was the centre of

things, and that everything new in liver disease was
happening around me.
How can I piece together the memories and im-

pressions ofmy time at the Free? It was fun, it was a
time of intellectual awakening, and it was a time
when a unique clinical experience was acquired. We
made many firm friends, who seem to be now
scattered over the earth, some of whom I still see
from time to time. There was a momentum behind
our activities which inevitably sprang from the
Prof.'s drive and energy, a momentum which, I
suspect, most of us have found hard to maintain
since we left. Perhaps the best testimonial to the
widespread influence of the Unit is the number of
ex-Sherlock trainees who abound wherever people
gather to talk about the liver. Last November in
Chicago over 30 Fellows and ex-Fellows joined the
Prof. and Dr James for dinner. It was a nostalgic
night, in the noisiest tradition of the dinners of years
before. If the Prof. had had any doubts about the
esteem and affection in which she is held, that even-
ing should have helped dispel them. I have visited the
new Royal Free, and it seems to me that the special
feeling of the old Unit has survived the transition to
plush new quarters. You do not have to be housed
in squalor to get things done. I have no doubt that
the Free will remain an exciting place to be for as
long as people continue to get liver disease.
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